Make a Camouflaged Timberdoodle!

Trace or cut out the Timberdoodle drawing.

Use construction paper, scissors and glue to layer a feathered look based on the Timberdoodle’s appearance.

Create a background for your Timberdoodle. At Pickering Creek, we find them in grassy meadows or along the edges of the gravel lane at dusk.

Glue your pieces down. Add natural materials, like dried grass if you like!

Did you know!?

In Maryland, the best time to listen for Timberdoodles from the end of February through middle of March as they make a funny “peent!” sound. Often, this can be heard at dusk in farm fields and meadows and sometimes it is followed by the bird taking off into the sky and circling back down as the wind whistles through its wings!